A novel frequency distribution selection method for efficient plate layout of a diverse combinatorial library.
A deterministic method (frequency distribution method) for selecting compounds from a partitioned virtual combinatorial library for efficient synthesis is presented here. The method is based on reagent frequency analysis and can be applied to any library of molecules distributed in any given partitioned chemical space (cluster, cell-based, etc.). Compound selection by reagent frequency distribution can produce a unique, diverse set of molecules that adequately represents the library while requiring the least amount of compounds to be synthesized and minimizing the number of different reagents that must be used. This method also provides a practical solution to the configuration of plate layout. Because the method essentially identifies "expensive" regions in the chemical space to synthesize for a desired diversity or similarity coverage, decisions concerning the necessity to synthesize these compounds can be addressed. Minimum compound generation and efficient plate layout results in savings both in time of synthesis and cost of materials. This method always results in a discrete solution, which can be used for any given library size as well as any combination of reagents and is also readily adaptable to robotic automation.